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1. MBV4230 lectures: overview

 Made for PhD and Masterstudents (in the Trx-field)
 Level: - advanced course
 Curriculum / ”pensum” - required reading

 Background - general knowledge in biochemistry and molecular cellular biology
 The lectures - available on web - the real curriculum/”pensum” - contain all 

information required for the exam
 Support - Extra reading material  - a list of review articles

 Exam 
 May 30th - written exam
 Master studs ABC… marks / PhD studs ”bestått-ikke bestått”

 Active participation
 Seminars on given articles where two students together make a common 

presentation - 15 min per presentation (no more!) - main conclusions 
 lectures open to questions

http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/
matnat/molbio/MBV4230/v07/

http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/molbio/MBV4230/v07/
http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/molbio/MBV4230/v07/
http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/molbio/MBV4230/v07/
http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/molbio/MBV4230/v07/
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Program

 Promoters (#1)

 General trx apparatus
 RNA polymerase II (#2)
 GTFs - general trx factors (#3)
 Coactivators and Mediators (#4)
 Chromatin and its role in trx (#5+6)

 Repression (#7)
 Elongation (#8)
 Ubiquitylation and sumoylation (#9)
 Architectural factors (#10)

 Trx factor families
 Homeodomains, POU domains (#11)
 Zinc fingers (#12)

 Leucine zipper, helix-loop-helix (#13)
 NFkB (#14)
 Nuclear receptors (#15)
 STAT and SMAD families (#16)
 Rb, E2F and cell cycle (#17)
 p53 - trx and cancer (#18)
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Introduction to 
transcription
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The challenge

How to read information here ?

Transcription

factors “reads” 

the information

Mil etter mil…. …embedded in packed chromatin.
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The transcriptional apparatus brings 
the genome to life

TF

3 200 000 000 basepairs
Symphony orchestrated by
Transcription factors

The human genome Functional genome
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Gene expression - several linked 
processes
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Understanding transcription - 
Increasing complexity

70ties 80ties

90ties Today

Lemon and Tjian 2000
Genes Dev. 14:2551-69
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Transcription factors in the genome

Venter et al al al  (2001) Science 291, 1304-
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Two languages in our genes

 Protein coding information - indirect reading
 DNA → transcription → hnRNA → splicing → mRNA → translation → 

protein
 Less than 2% of the human genome

 Regulatory information - direct reading
 DNA → binding av TF → gene activation

Indirect read-out through
transcription/translationDirect read-out by TFs

Cis →
Trans →
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The players: Proteins (trans) 
+ DNA sequence elements (cis)
 Two aspects one may focus on: the protein machinery 

and the regulatory info in promoters
 Classical genetic terms: Cis and trans
 This lecture = cis
 The rest = trans
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cis-elements 
= Templates for assembly

The function of cis-elements is being templates for the assembly of 
multiprotein complexes
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Promoters - signals for transcription

12

???
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Methods to study promoters

13
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Methods to map cis-elements

Promoter kartlegging
Enhancer

Upstream promoter elements
constitutive + regulatory elements

Core promoter

TATA INR

TATA INR

TATA INR
Reporter (CAT,luc,lacZ)

TATA INR
Reporter (CAT,luc,lacZ)

TATA INR
Reporter (CAT,luc,lacZ)

TATA INR
Reporter (CAT,luc,lacZ)

Mutasjonsanalyser
Reporter (CAT,luc,lacZ)
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... With help from bioinformatics



Promoter organization
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Three RNA polymerases
- three groups of promoters

17

80% of total
RNA synthesis
from the
”Oddpols” 
 RNAP I + III

 RNA polymerase I 
 Ribosomal RNA

 RNA polymerase III 
 Small stable RNAs

 RNA polymerase II 
 Protein-coding genes
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RNA polymerase I

 RNAPI synthesizes only ribosomal RNA
 Multiple tandem genes to increase rRNA production 

 RNAPI located in nucleoli (ribosome factories)
 Repeted genes with promoters in between 

 Intergenc spacer (IGS) with terminator+promoter

CorUP

Terminators Enhancers

Gene N                                Gene N+1

rDNA rDNA rDNA rDNA rDNA rDNA
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RNA polymerase III

 RNAPIII synthesizes a few small, stable and 
non-translated RNAs 
 tRNA, 5S RNA, 7SL RNA, U6 snRNA ++

 Intragenic promoters
 Type I: like in the 5S rRNA gene, A-I-C blocks
 Type II: like in the tRNA genes, A+B blocks
 Type III: atypical without intragenic elements

A B
+1     +8     +19            +52    +62             +73

A
-b

lo
ck

B-block

A tRNA gene with internal promoter
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RNA polymerase II Promoters

 Subclasses of RNAPII-promoters
 mRNA-coding
 snRNA-coding 

 Promoter organization
 core promoter (≈ -40 to +40 relative to TSS (trx start site))
 promoter proximal region containing upstream regulatory elements
 Enhancere
 Boundary elements
 LCR - locus control regions

Promoter
(strict sense)

Promoter organisering

TATA INR

TATA

INR

TATA INR

TATA INR
Enhancer

Upstream promoter elements
constitutive + regulatory elements

Core promoter
Naturlig promoter

Syntetisk promoter



The core promoter

… and its cis-elements
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How promoters are marked

 Sequence signature + histone signature (later)

22
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The core promoter - sequence signature
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Promoter organisering

TATA INR

TATA

INR

TATA INR

TATA INR
Enhancer

Upstream promoter elements
constitutive + regulatory elements

Core promoter
Naturlig promoter

Syntetisk promoter

Diversity of core promoters

 No universal core promoter element
 most promoters composed of subsets of cis elements

 Subclasses of RNAPII-promoters with 
combinations of cis-elements
 mRNA-coding

 TATA+
 INR+
 both TATA and INR
 Both INR and DPE
 no TATA, no INR

 Why core promoter diversity?
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Core-promoter elements: TATA

 History
 discovered 1979 - common cis-elements in many promoters

 Consensus TATAWAAR
 W = A or T (weak), R = A or G (puRine)

 GC not allowed in position 2, 4 or 5
 A variety of A/T-rich sequences can function

 A/T nucleotides at the -30 region may have a profound influence on promoter strength even if 
they had little resemblance to the TATA consensus sequence

 directs TSS (transcription start sites)

 located 20-30bp upstream TSS (vertebrates) [-31 to -26 most frequent]
 yeast different spacing: 40 -110bp upstream

 TATA binds TBP/TFIID (more later)

 Frequency of occurrence
 TATA-box was first believed to be found in all promoters, now almost atypical. 
 A consensus TATA-box is present in only 33–43% of promoters in Drosophila, 

and in only about 10–16% of mouse and human promoters.
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Core-promoter elements: INR

 TSS sequence context important
 Sequences in close proximity to the transcription start site (TSS) contribute to 

accurate initiation and the strength of promoters
 Def INR: Sequence element spanning TSS and 

sufficient for directing specific initiation
 Contribute to accurate initiation
 Contribute to strength of promoter
 Can function independently of TATA

 Loose consensus YYANWYY where A is +1
 database analysis: YCANTYY in mammals and TCA[G/T]TY in Drosophila
 yeast TSS = PuPuPyPuPu. All yeast promoters rely on a TATA box (?)

 Y = C or T (pYrimidine);  R = A or G (puRine); W = A or T (weak)

 Frequency of occurrence
 Drosophila - 69% of promoters have INR
 Vertebrates - 55%
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Core-promoter elements: INR

 Responsive to Sp1 
 Many INR-promoters have activating sites for the transcription factor Sp1
 when an Inr is inserted into a synthetic promoter downstream of six binding 

sites for transcription factor Sp1, the Inr supports high levels of transcription 
that initiate at a specific start site within the Inr.

 Recognition of INR
 TFIID: TAF2 (TAF150) recognizes INR, alternatively may TAF1 (TAF250) be 

involved in recognition in a way stabilized by TAF150; binding strongly 
enhanced by TFIIA thus being important for Inr function

 RNAPII possesses a weak, intrinsic preference for Inr-like sequences
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DPE

 DPE: downstream promoter element
 DPE is a downstream promoter motif conserved from Drosophila to humans
 DPE is typically found in TATA-less promoters
 DPE acts in conjunction with the Inr
 DPE is located at precisely +28 to +32 relative to A at +1 in the Inr motif

 Strict Inr-DPE spacing requirement
 DPE and Inr function together as a single core promoter unit

 TFIID binds cooperatively to the DPE and Inr motifs 
 conserved sequence motif RGWCGTG or RGWYV 
 dTAFII60-dTAFII40 heterotetramer may be responsible for DPE association
 Frequency 40% (Flies) to 48% (vertebrates)
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DPE - TATA control

NC

The factor NC2/Dr1-Drap1 stimulates DPE-dependent trx 
and represses TATA-dependent trx
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BRE

 BRE: TFIIB recognition element
 A sequence element localized just upstream for TATA [-37 to -32]
 Consensus 5'-SSRCGCC-3',

 S = G or C (Strong), R = A or G (puRine)

 BRE is recognized directly by TFIIB and affects its ability to associate 
with the trx-complex. 

 Recognition of the BRE is mediated by a helix-turn-helix motif at the C-
terminus of TFIIB  - missing in yeast and plants

 Human BRE acts as a repressor
 This repression is relieved when activators bind to distal sites, which 

resulted in an increased amplitude of transcriptional activation.
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MTE

 The motif ten element - MTE
 Consensus CSARCSSAACGS
 identified in a computational survey of Drosophila promoters, located 

+18 to +29 downstream of the TSS and overlapping slightly with the 5′-
end of the DPE. 

 The MTE requires Inr and functions synergistically with the TATA-box 
or DPE, but can also function in a TATA- and DPE-independent manner 

 the MTE contributes to interaction with TFIID

31
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Summary - core promoter

MTE
Motif ten element

Drosophila
CSARCSSAACGS

+18 to +29
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GC-enriched TSS

 The human genome has a GC-
content that is below 50%

 The immediate 5'-flanking regions 
(-300/+50 bp around TSS) are 
locally the most GC-rich 
sequences
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Diversity of core promoters

Promoter organisering

TATA INR

TATA

INR

TATA INR

TATA INR
Enhancer

Upstream promoter elements
constitutive + regulatory elements

Core promoter
Naturlig promoter

Syntetisk promoter

 What are the similarities and 
differences between the 
mechanisms of initiation 
catalyzed by the various core 
promoter classes? 

 Why does core promoter 
diversity exist? 

Trx



Upstream control 
regions
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Promoter organization

Promoter organisering

TATA INR

TATA

INR

TATA INR

TATA INR
Enhancer

Upstream promoter elements
constitutive + regulatory elements

Core promoter
Naturlig promoter

Syntetisk promoter
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Upstream promoter elements

 UPE - Upstream promoter elementer
 Binds constitutively expressed factors common to all cells
 Located near TATA/INR (within approx. 200 bp)
 UPE-bound factors do not always function as classical 

activators or repressors, but might serve as ‘tethering 
elements’ that recruit distal enhancers to the core promoter

 Examples
 CCAAT box - binds different TFs (CTF/NF-I, CBFINF-Y)
 GC-rich boxes - binds Sp1

 Regulatory elements
 1. Responsive elements

 eks.: CRE, HSE, GRE - mediates response to cAMP, heat shock, glucocorticoids

 2. Cell type specific elements
 Located mixed with UPEs



CpG islands
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CpG islands mark promoters

 Nonrandom distribution of CpG and methylated CpG in 
the genome

 CpG islands associated with promoters

39

AGCGAGCGAGCGTGTATGTTCTCATTAGGGGACGATC
TCGCTCGCTCGCACATACAAGAGTAATCCCCTGCTAG

Hemimethylated

TSS

Non-methylated

Methylated

Most CpGs are methylated 
in mammalian cells
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Methylation of cytosine

 Spontaneous deamination of mC reduces CpG 
frequency

N

N

O

NH2

N

N

O

NH2

CH3

O

N

HN

O

CH3

O

N

H

O

C                  mC                     T                         U
cytosine             methyl-cytosine             thymine                          uracil

DNA

deamination
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Underrepresentation 
of CpGs in the genome

GG   GA   GT   GC
AG   AA   AT   AC
TG   TA   TT   TC
CG   CA   CT   CCExpected

Frequency
1/16 = 6.25%

Observed
Frequency
≈ 1 %

All possible dinucleotide pairs
 Overall CpG frequency 

lower than expected

 Expected frequency CpGs = 1/4 x 
1/4 ≈ once per 16 dinucleotides

 Most DNA - 98% of the genome - 
CpGs = once per 80 dinucleotides. 
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CpG islands mark promoters

 CpG islands = clusters of expected frequency of CpGs
 Length = 200 bp to several kb.
 CpGs within CpG islands are normally unmethylated while most 

CpGs outside CpG islands are methylated.
 An estimated 29 000 CpG islands in the genome (1-2% of genome) 
 CpG islands nearly always encompass promoters and/or exons.

 Approximately 79-88% of all human promoters contain a CpG island, mouse promoters = 71%
 CpG islands typically lack TATA or DPE elements, but contain 

multiple GC box motifs bound by Sp1
 Often initiation from multiple weak start sites, possibly due to multiple Sp1+Inr pairs

 These patterns of methylation may serve to compartmentalise the 
genome into transcriptionally active and inactive zones. 

 Also found downstream - methylated or demethylated
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Turning genes on or off by 
methylation

 OFF:  
methylation of 
CpG islands

 ON: 
demethylation



Distal control regions
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Promoter organization

Promoter organisering

TATA INR

TATA

INR

TATA INR

TATA INR
Enhancer

Upstream promoter elements
constitutive + regulatory elements

Core promoter
Naturlig promoter

Syntetisk promoter
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Eukaryotic promoters - increasing 
complexity during evolution

Simple yeast promoter
majority contains a single UAS located 
within a few hundred bps of TATA

Complex metazoan promoter
Metazoan genes are controlled by multiple enhancers, 
silencers and promoters. A typical enhancer is ≈ 500 bp 
and contains ≈ ten binding sites for at least three 
different TFs, most often two different activators 
and one repressor.
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Enhancers - distal elements

 Strongly enhance the activity of a promoter
 Acts over long distances, independent of orientation, active in upstream or 

downstream positions
 Drosophila  wing margin enhancer: 85 kb upstream TSS
 Immunoglobulin Hµ enhancer: in 2. Intron
 T-cell receptor α-chain enhancer: 69 kb downstream

 Contains multiple cis-elements for diverse factors within a small region 
 50 bp - 1.5 kb
 May contain same cis-elements as found proximal

 Determines responsiveness/tissue specificity depedent on composition 
 Precise organization of elements may be important (enhanceosomes)
 This type of long-range regulation is not observed in yeast 

EnhB.E. Prom
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Signal response

 Signalling molecule
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Cell type specificity 
- combinatorial control
     OFF                                          ON

 Increased diversity by a limited number of factors

Cell type A

Cell type B

Cell type C
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The ‘trafficking’ problem

 Enhancers have far-reaching effects - How to 
find the correct promoter to activate?

 How to protect the environment of a gene from 
distal enhancers? 
 How does a gene with its own programmed pattern of expression defend 

itself against its neighbors?
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Solving ‘trafficking’ problem

 Three mechanisms for ensuring that the right 
enhancer interacts with the right promoter
 1. Insulator DNAs 
 2. Gene competition 
 3. Promoter proximal tethering elements that recruit distal enhancers.

Dm.AE1ftz Scr

gypsy

1

3
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Insulators

 Boundary elements (Insulators)
 Cis-elementer that block, or insulate, the spreading of the influence of 

either positive DNA elements (such as enhancers) or negative DNA 
elements (such as silencers).

 0.5 - 3.0 kb

enhancer

promoter 1 promoter 2
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Insulators

 Enhancer blocking
 Prevents effect of upstream enhancers, with no effect on downstream 

enhancers
 Protection against position effects

 A gene in a new location (like a transgene) will often have variable 
activity depending on location

 Flanking a transgene with insulators can suppress variability
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Insulators

 Examples of vertebrate insulators
 Blue ovals = insulators, allows independent regulation

 Contains clustered binding sites for large zinc finger proteins, 
such as Su(Hw) and CTCF17

late erythroid-specific globin genes 
early erythroid-specific folate 
receptor gene

TCRα/δ locus

Xenopus ribosomal RNA repeats. 
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Insulator function modified by the 
proteins bound
 Insulators = 

passive borders: 
too simple view

 Activity 
dependent on the 
protein bound
 Open to regulation
 Modified by methylation
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Other solutions to the ”trafficking” 
problem

 Gene competition
 Selectivity depends on the core 

promoter, particularly the TATA 
sequence, INR and DPE

 Some enhancers may preferentially 
activate TATA-containing promoters, 
while others activate DPE-containing 
promoters

 Promoter proximal 
tethering elements
 UPE elements might serve as 

tethering elements that recruit 
specific distal enhancers

 Possibly a promoter-proximal ‘code’, 
whereby specific combinations of 
UPE factors recruits specific 
enhancers
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Core promoter - a role in the 
”trafficking” problem
 The pref of enhancers for 

specific core promoters, 
implies that core promoters 
may contribute
to combinatorial control
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Summary

58

CpG islands                                                              79-88%     
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How the promoters are marked

59
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Typical questions for the exam

 Core promoter
 The expression of a gene is controlled by promoter sequences. One part 

of the promoter is called the “Core promoter”. How would you define 
the core promoter? Describe briefly the functional sequence elements 
that together constitute a core promoter, including how each element 
functions. Finally, select one of the elements and describe in more detail 
the protein interacting directly with the selected element.

 Enhancer
 CpG island

60
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Topics ahead

61

Lecture 1

Lecture 2Lecture 3

Lecture 4Lecture 5+6

Lecture 8


